Saturday
January 28th, 2017
CHIP’S NATION PEDIATRIC CANCER FOUNDATION

Email and
Website Info:
Email:
huntingfishingprayingforacure@gmail.com

Website:
www.chipsnation.org

Social
Media:
Twitter: @NationChip
Instagram: @chipsnation
Facebook: Chip’s Nation
(not the group, the page)

Questions?
Ally Bork: 770-371-6466
ally.soccer@yahoo.com
Jenna Hogan: 678-736-9115
jennahogan4@gmail.com
Lea Madren: 770-639-2723
lea135@comcast.net
Chip Madren: 770-722-7844

Supporter’s Packet
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WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO DO?

As you may know, Chip’s Nation is a large and growing community
of friend’s family and acquaintances who have known or know of an
exceptional young man, Chip Madren. Their lives have been affected
through knowing him, his humor, his personality, his love of life and
his friendship. Their lives will now be forever affected by his battle
with Cancer. They have chosen to engage the enemy and join the
fight against cancer directly and in person by mobilizing a nation to
support Chip and others battling childhood cancer.
The Goal of the Nation is to raise money and awareness to fuel all of
the “Micro nations” that get behind children and their families as
they battle through the trials of Pediatric Cancer. Chip Madren has
had a miraculous journey and recovery of life against some very long
odds. This has been achieved through a variety of groups that have
supported him medically, spiritually, and socially. It is our hope that
through our story we can continue to feed the groups that supported
Chip, and have more positive outcomes like his.
To continue to spread awareness and raise funds, we have decided to
put on a raffle fundraiser: “Hunting, Fishing, Praying for a Cure”.
Our hope is that this event will have a large amount of
items/trips/gift cards to be raffled off, and help to raise money for
Chip’s Nation. With your help, we hope to attract 300+ guests to
this event. There will be food, music, raffles, and much more fun.
Though, we cannot make this happen alone…

So, we are asking for your help…
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OVERVIEW OF EVENT
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Who?

What?

All Chip’s Nation
members,
supporters, and
friends

A celebration including
entertainment, dinner,
raffles, auctions, and
other fun activities

When?
January 28, 2017
6-10pm

How?

Where?
St. Luke’s
Presbyterian Church
(Dunwoody, GA)

Several options to
donate, sponsor,
participate, and
support

1978 Mt Vernon Rd,
Dunwoody, GA 30338

Why?
To raise money for
Chip’s Nation Pediatric
Cancer Foundation, and
to bring the Chip’s
Nation community
together

Prices of Tickets
Children (5&under): Free
Kids (6-12): $10 for dinner
Teens/Adults: $25 (dinner and one pack of raffle tickets)
Ticket packages:
1 ticket pack for $10
3 ticket packs for $25
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Sponsorship Packages
TITLE/PRESENTING SPONSER
$1000

MOOSE

$500

ELK

Questions?
Contact:

WHITE TAIL

Lea Madren (770639-2723)

$200

Or Chip Madren
(770-722-7844)

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS:
$1000: Banner in the gym, 10 entrance tickets (w/reserved table), 10
raffle ticket booklets, 2 squares on the duck walk

$500: 5 entrance tickets, 5 raffle ticket booklets, name on group banner in
gym, square on the duck walk

$200: 2 entrance tickets, 2 raffle ticket booklets, name on group banner in
gym

Sponsor Form
Name________________________________________

Level_________________________________

Email____________________________________

Phone________________________________
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CHIP’S NATION
PEDIATRIC CANCER FOUNDATION

DONATION FORM
Federal ID # 17053187376002

ITEM DESCRIPTION**

RETAIL VALUE

** List all exclusions, expiration dates, and other special stipulations**
Please retain a copy of this form for your tax record.
As of August 24, 2012, Chip’s Nation Pediatric Cancer Foundation has been deemed 501© (3)
status of the Internal Revenue Code as a public charity. Contributions to this organization
are tax deductible under section 170 of this code.
Thank you for your donation. Your generosity is sincerely appreciated.
Date:__________________

Method of Payment: Credit Card/Check

Check #_________

Donor/Company Name:________________________________________________________________
Company Contact:____________________________________ Title:____________________________
Address:________________________________(city/state/zip)_________________________________
Phone:________________________________________ Email:__________________________________
Chip’s Nation Rep: (name)__________________________________(phone/email)________________
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ABOUT CHIP & HIS NATION

About Chip
In August 2010, Chip was regular 13 year old 7th grader who loved baseball, hunting and
fishing. After what we thought was a mild concussion, he was diagnosed with Stage IV
anaplastic metastatic medulloblastoma (brain cancer). He was immediately admitted to
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta where he spent about 180 days of the next year. He
received 48 radiation treatments, 10 surgeries, 2 shunts and a g/j tube, 18 months of
chemotherapy, and countless other pokes, prods and procedures. He was mute and
could not swallow for over 10 months. Over the next 4 years Chip has endured hundreds
of PT/OT/ST sessions, swallow therapy, injections, MRI’s and CT scans, follow-ups with a
dozen specialists……..the list goes on. Chip has made great progress, but there is still a
lot to do.Currently Chip is 19 years old and lives at home with his two teenage brothers,
his parents and his service dog, Vera. Chip is visually impaired, hearing impaired and
spends his time in a wheelchair. He works hard every day to accomplish the simplest of
tasks that most people do without thinking. He enjoys hanging with his brothers, working
in his garden, cooking on his green egg and planning his next hunting or fishing
excursion. His attitude is amazing and inspiring.

About Chip’s Nation
Chip’s Nation is a large and growing community of friend’s family and acquaintances
who have known or know of an exceptional young man, Chip Madren. Their lives have
been affected through knowing him, his humor, his personality, his love of life and his
friendship. Their lives will now be forever affected by his battle with Cancer. They have
chosen to engage the enemy and join the fight against cancer directly and in person by
mobilizing a nation to support Chip and others battling childhood cancer.
Chip’s Nation is growing. It is close to the heart of the engine that drives Chip’s family
forward, providing support, mentally, emotionally and financially. Chip’s Nation is a
Nation at war. As the nation Grows it will continue to drive Chip, his family and other
warriors and their families forward in their battles with Childhood cancer.
The Goal of the Nation is to raise money and awareness to fuel all of the” Micro nations”
that get behind children and their families as they battle through the trials of Pediatric
Cancer. Chip Madren has had a miraculous journey and recovery of life against some
very long odds. This has been achieved through a variety of groups that have supported
him medically spiritually and socially.
It is our hope that through our story we can continue to feed the groups that supported
Chip and have more positive outcomes like his.

